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Abstract

Recent advances in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agents have
provided new capabilities for biomarker detection through molecular imag-
ing. MRI contrast agents based on the T2 exchange mechanism have more
recently expanded the armamentarium of agents for molecular imaging.
Compared with T1 and T2

∗ agents, T2 exchange agents have a slower chem-
ical exchange rate, which improves the ability to design these MRI con-
trast agents with greater specificity for detecting the intended biomarker.
MRI contrast agents that are detected through chemical exchange satura-
tion transfer (CEST) have even slower chemical exchange rates. Another
emerging class of MRI contrast agents uses hyperpolarized 13C to detect the
agent with outstanding sensitivity. These hyperpolarized 13C agents can be
used to track metabolism and monitor characteristics of the tissue microen-
vironment. Together, these various MRI contrast agents provide excellent
opportunities to develop molecular imaging for biomarker detection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The imaging of molecular biomarkers has great potential to complement anatomical imaging
by interrogating pathological tissues at an early disease state and to assess the early response to
treatment (1). A variety of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agents have been developed
to improve the molecular imaging of many disease types. However, MRI suffers from inherently
low detection sensitivity that requires ∼10 μM to ∼10 mM of a contrast agent, depending on
the MRI contrast mechanism used (2–5). Therefore, MRI contrast agents can be designed only
for targeting biomarkers that are present at high ∼10 μM to ∼10 mM concentrations in vivo.
Furthermore, compelling evidence exists that metallic exogenous contrast agents that are delivered
into cells at ∼10 μM to ∼10 mM can alter the behavior of the cells and can also cause cell death
(6, 7). For these reasons, most MRI contrast agents for molecular imaging have had the greatest
impact in detecting extracellular molecular biomarkers (as an exception, hyperpolarized 13C MRI
contrast agents are nonmetallic and can interrogate intracellular metabolism).

Many types of biomarkers can be identified with MRI contrast agents. Biomarkers have tra-
ditionally been considered to be atomic or molecular targets, such as abundant proteins in the
extracellular matrix, ions, and metabolites. We consider these types of extracellular biomarkers
to be target limited because the 1:1 interaction between the agent and target is primarily limited
by the concentration of the molecular target (8, 9). Alternatively, environmental biomarkers can
also inform radiologists about disease, such as the status of extracellular hypoxia, acidosis, redox
potential, and temperature. Because these conditions are ubiquitous throughout the extracellular
tissue environment (at least at a spatial scale larger than a single imaging voxel) and affect each
agent in the tissue environment, we refer to these biomarkers as agent limited because their de-
tection is limited by the concentration of the agent in the environment. As another example, a low
concentration of enzyme that efficiently catalyzes changes to a contrast agent can often process
a high concentration of agent for adequately sensitive detection. Therefore, enzyme activity can
also be considered to be a biomarker of an active extracellular tissue environment (10).

On a nano- to micrometer scale, MRI contrast agents have been packaged in macromolecular
vehicles such as cells, liposomes, and nanoparticles (11–14). These contrast agents can be used to
track the pharmacokinetic transport of these macromolecular systems for applications that range
from nanoparticle drug delivery to cell tracking. These agents can also interrogate physiological
tissue properties related to pharmacokinetic transport, such as vascular permeability and perfusion
and the integrity of the blood-brain barrier (15, 16). Therefore, these MRI contrast agents are used
as pharmacokinetic agents to differentiate normal tissue from pathological tissue during preclinical
and clinical imaging studies.

This review focuses on the four major classes of MRI contrast agents. The class of relaxation-
based T1 and T2 MRI contrast agents has matured during the past 30 years. The subclass of
T2 exchange (T2ex) contrast agents has been rediscovered during the past few years and has the
potential to bring great innovation to this field. In addition, the fields of exogenous chemical
exchange saturation transfer (CEST) MRI contrast agents and hyperpolarized 13C MRI contrast
agents have rapidly developed during the past decade.

2. T1 AND T2
∗ MRI CONTRAST AGENTS

A variety of MRI acquisition protocols can generate image contrast based on different T1 or T2
∗

relaxation time constants of normal and pathological tissues (17). Exogenous T1 and T2
∗ contrast

agents in pathological tissues that accumulate to different extents in normal and pathological
tissues can greatly improve the image contrast between these tissues, allowing the pathological
tissue to be more easily recognized in the image (Figures 1 and 2d ) (18, 19).
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Figure 1
Contrast enhancement of pathological tissues with a T1 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agent.
(a) The tumor of an MDA-MB-231 mammary carcinoma model is difficult to identify without the MRI
contrast agent. (b) T1 contrast agent Gd-DTPA (MagnevistTM) accumulated in the tumor and enhanced the
image contrast for the tumor. (c) The temporal change in the T1-weighted MR signal of the tumor
confirmed that the contrast enhancement was due to accumulation of the agent. Reproduced with
permission from Reference 9.

2.1. T1 and T2
∗ Relaxation Mechanisms

The first exogenous contrast agents for MRI studies were used to accelerate the rate that excited
magnetic resonance (MR) states “relax” to equilibrium. This rate is often represented by the T1

relaxation time constant, so that these contrast agents are known as T1 agents. These agents often
use gadolinium or manganese that has unpaired electrons, which can rapidly relax the excited MR
signal of water (20, 21). Macrocyclic chelates or other molecules that surround the metal ion can
be designed to interact with a biomarker in ways that modulate the distance between the metal and
water or the rate of interaction between the metal and water, both of which affect T1 relaxation
(8, 9). A T1-weighted MRI protocol can then monitor changes in T1 relaxation, which is used to
indirectly detect the biomarker.

A population of protons on water molecules must have the same MR frequency (also known
as the chemical shift) with the same phase for adequate detection of the net water MR signal.
Importantly, the MR frequencies of individual water protons can change, which causes the MR
frequencies to become incoherent, resulting in a loss of detectable net MRI signal from the
water. Paramagnetic MRI contrast agents, such as iron oxide nanoparticles, can create small
local magnetic fields at a scale as large as 20 μm that are randomly oriented relative to the main
magnetic field of the MRI instrument (22). These local magnetic fields cause the MR frequencies of
individual water protons to accelerate or decelerate, causing incoherence of the MR frequencies
of these protons. This rate of signal reduction is often represented by the T2

∗ relaxation time
constant, so that these contrast agents are known as T2

∗ agents. These agents can be designed
to interact with a biomarker in ways that can change the tumbling rate of the agent, whereby a
slower tumbling rate prolongs differences in local magnetic fields and accelerates T2

∗ relaxation
(8, 9). Agents can also be designed to form superparamagnetic clusters that increase differences in
local magnetic fields and accelerate T2

∗ relaxation of the sample. A T2-weighted MRI protocol
can then monitor changes in T2

∗ relaxation, which is used to indirectly detect the biomarker.
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Figure 2
Detecting cell receptors with T2

∗ magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). (a) Schematic of an affibody–
superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) specific for HER-2. (b) An in vitro study detected HER-2-expressing
human SKOV-3 ovarian cancer cells only when they were treated with the biotinylated affibody and
avidin-linked SPIO (red arrow, center), but not after treatment only with avidin-linked SPIO (left), or if
pretreated with a blocking antibody (right). (c) T2-weighted image (T2-WI) showing the location of the
tumor in a mouse model of SKOV-3 ovarian cancer. (d ) T2

∗-weighted images before and after SPIO
injection was performed 4 h after affibody administration. Red arrows indicate decreased image signal
demonstrating HER-2 expression. (e) The ratio of the MRI signal of the tumor versus normal (T/N ratio)
quantified this temporally decreasing MR signal. Reproduced with permission from Reference 30.

2.2. Pharmacokinetic Relaxation-Based Agents

The development of new T1 and T2
∗ MRI contrast agents continues to be proliferative, with

an average of approximately 60 new agents reported each year for the past decade. Therefore,
recent progress with these agents is described in general terms rather than by providing specific
examples. As a trend, a tremendous number of nanoparticles have been developed with MRI
contrast agents (23). These developments address the inherent insensitivity of T1 and T2

∗ MRI
contrast agents by containing many MRI agents within the nanoparticle, which reduces concerns
about this agent-limited approach. Also, the tumbling time of the nanoparticle is often much
slower than the small-molecule MRI contrast agent, which enhances the relaxation properties of
each agent. Together, these two effects can increase the T1 or T2

∗ relaxation effects by one to three
orders of magnitude (depending on the size of the nanoparticle). However, the pharmacokinetic
accumulation of nanoparticles in tissues can often be slow, which often complicates in vivo MRI
studies. More importantly, the pharmacokinetic washout rates of nanoparticle agents are slow,
often taking more than 24 h for adequate clearance. This raises major concerns regarding toxicity,
especially for agents that contain Gd3+ or Mn2+ ions, or iron-based particles other than iron
oxides, each of which has shown longer-term toxic effects (24, 25). Furthermore, the current
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contrast agents that are approved by the Food and Drug Administration for pharmacokinetics
studies already satisfy clinical needs, which provides little motivation to invest efforts to create
new T1 MRI contrast agents for pharmacokinetics studies. Currently, T2

∗ contrast agents are
not marketed in the United States because of insufficient clinical demand, which also severely
reduces motivation to develop new T2

∗ contrast agents for pharmacokinetics-based diagnoses. As
an exception, T2

∗ MRI contrast agents that can track the pharmacokinetics of nanoparticle drug
delivery systems continue to be a subject of active research (26).

A remarkable recent development consists of T2
∗ contrast agents that can detect cell receptors

in vivo. First developed in the late 1990s, these agents were assumed to have insufficient detection
sensitivity for this target-limited approach, owing to the subnanomolar concentration range of
receptors on cell surfaces, even for highly overexpressed cell receptors, whereas T1 and T2

∗ contrast
agents require ∼100- and ∼10-μM concentrations for minimum detection (27, 28). However,
recent in vivo studies have shown that tumor tissues that highly express the HER-2 receptor can
be targeted with an anti-HER-2 antibody that is labeled with iron oxide (Figure 2) (29, 30). In this
case, the HER-2 receptor can internalize the antibody into the cell and quickly recycle to the cell
surface to internalize additional labeled antibodies in a time frame that is reasonable for in vivo
MRI studies. Even though the agent is internalized into cells, the detection of the cell receptor
occurs in the extracellular environment. Additional research is required to interrogate the cell
internalization and receptor recycling mechanisms to better understand which cell receptors may
be detected using targeting nanoparticles that are labeled with T2

∗ contrast agents.
As another general trend during the past few years, multimodal agents have been synthesized

and characterized that can be detected with MRI and positron emission tomography or with MRI
and optical imaging (31, 32). However, the large differences in detection sensitivities between con-
trast agents for MRI and these other imaging modalities must be considered to make a practical
agent for multimodal imaging (33). In addition, the results from MRI and the other imaging modal-
ities should be complementary rather than redundant to provide more diagnostic information, such
as imaging results that report on pharmacokinetic properties at different spatial or longitudinal
scales (34). This complementary information from MRI will likely be limited to the extracellu-
lar environment, for reasons discussed above. Until these hurdles can be addressed, the field of
multimodality contrast agents that include MRI may struggle to find practical clinical utility.

2.3. Responsive Relaxation-Based Agents

Biomarker-responsive T1 and T2
∗ agents that have been developed during the past few years have

primarily focused on the detection of molecular conditions of the tissue environment. This focus
is driven by the poor detection sensitivity of MRI, often requiring an abundance of the biomarker
for detection, and there is no greater abundance than the entire environment of the tissue or tissue
compartments. For example, an acidic tissue compartment or a reducing environment can cause an
agent to become more protonated, which can alter the water accessibility to the metallic component
of the agent that causes a change in T1 relaxation time (35). As another example, a Gd(III) chelate
that binds to zinc can then tightly bind to human serum albumin, which causes a slower tumbling
time for the Gd(III) chelate that enhances T1 relaxation (Figure 3) (36). Unfortunately, most of
these agents have not been tested in vivo, because accounting for the concentration of the agent
within in vivo tissues is a major complication that has impeded translational studies.

3. T2ex CONTRAST AGENTS

This unique process of T2 exchange relaxation (also known as T2ex) has been exploited in nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy for more than 45 years to reduce the NMR signal
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Figure 3
Zinc detection with a T1 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agent. (a) The contrast agent
GdDOTA-diBPEN can bind to Zn2+ and then tightly bind to human serum albumin (HSA), causing a
T1-weighted MR image to become brighter. (b) T1-weighted MR images and T1 relaxation times of samples
containing 100 μM of the contrast agent with a physiologically relevant concentration of HSA and a range of
Zn2+ concentrations show that 30 mM of Zn2+ can be detected with this contrast agent. Reproduced with
permission from Reference 36.

from the solvent during studies of dilute samples (37, 38). T2ex agents were first employed for
MRI studies in 1988, but they have only recently been rediscovered for in vivo MRI studies (39,
40). This lag in developing T2ex agents is partly due to the relative insensitivity of these agents
compared with the other relaxation-based agents. This lower sensitivity is caused by a slower
104–107-Hz chemical exchange rate of protons between the T2ex agent and water, relative to
107–109-Hz exchange rates of water molecules between bulk water and the solvation shells of T1

and T2
∗ agents (41). Yet this slower rate provides more opportunities to develop contrast agents

that can respond to biomarkers by changing their proton exchange rates, which may improve
specificity for detecting the intended biomarker. Therefore, there is a rapidly developing interest
in T2ex MRI contrast agents to improve the specificity for biomarker detection.

3.1. The T2ex Mechanism

As described in Section 2.1, T2 relaxation of the water MR signal depends on the rate at which
water protons have MR frequencies that accelerate or decelerate relative to each other, causing the
net MR signal to become incoherent. A water proton can accelerate or decelerate in MR frequency
when it exchanges with a proton on a contrast agent. Moderately rapid chemical exchange at 104–
107 Hz can create sufficient changes in MR frequencies of a sufficient population of water protons
to cause detectable T2ex relaxation. Importantly, the incoherence of the net MR signal from the
labile protons is accentuated when the MR frequency of the agent is very different from the MR
frequency of water.

Although T2-weighted MRI can detect changes in T2ex relaxation, the T2 relaxation time con-
stant of the sample is more often used to quantify T2ex. This improves the detection of small
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Figure 4
T2ex magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). (a) The r2ex relaxivity plotted relative to the bound water lifetime for multiple Eu(III) chelates
at 9.4-T magnetic field strength (solid line) shows that contrast agents with a moderately fast chemical exchange rate can generate a T2ex
effect. A lower T2ex effect is generated at 0.54 T (dotted line). (b) Coronal images of mouse kidneys before and after intravenous injection
of EuDOTA−, EuDOTA-(gly)4

−, and EuTETA− show that the T2ex effect of EuDOTA-(gly)4
− in kidney tissues causes the image to

become dark (white arrows). Reproduced with permission from Reference 40.

changes in T2 relaxation caused by the T2ex effect and may also be used to better characterize the
physiochemical properties of the T2ex agent. Multi-echo MRI pulse sequences can often be em-
ployed to accurately measure T2 relaxation time constants, which do not require additional scan
time relative to single-echo, T2-weighted MRI protocols in most cases. Therefore, the measure-
ment of T2 relaxation time constants for assessing T2ex agents can easily be translated to clinical
radiology practice.

3.2. Pharmacokinetic T2ex Agents

Paramagnetic MRI contrast agents can cause proximal protons to have a large pseudocontact shift,
producing a very large MR frequency for the proton (42). This large MR frequency can generate
a large T2ex relaxation effect. For example, a derivative of a Eu(III)-DOTA macrocyclic chelate
has an MR frequency of 42.5 ppm that can cause remarkable darkening of the MR image when
the agent is administered at a moderate 0.25 mmol kg−1 (Figure 4) (40). This characteristic of
the Eu(III)-DOTA agent was used to track the pharmacokinetics of the agent in kidney tissue
during a preclinical in vivo study. A series of Dy(III)-DOTA derivatives with similar MR fre-
quencies but with different chemical exchange rates were also tested, showing that the chemical
exchange rate must be tuned to an ideal value relative to the MR frequency to produce the greatest
T2ex effect (43). Because an MR frequency depends on the magnetic field strength of the MRI
instrument, different Dy(III)-DOTA derivatives with ideal T2ex relaxation effects can be matched
to the MRI instrument. This example shows the merits of using a multidisciplinary approach
that combines the chemistry and physics of MRI to produce a synergistic biomedical diagnostic
system.
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Although diamagnetic contrast agents do not possess a large MR frequency relative to water,
two examples have shown a T2ex effect that can be employed for in vivo MRI studies. Iopamidol
(IsovueTM, Bracco Diagnostics Inc.) is an iodinated contrast agent that is clinically approved
for computed tomography (CT) studies (39). Glucose is clinically approved for intravenous (IV)
administration to treat carbohydrate and fluid depletion (44). Both of these agents have hydroxyl
groups that have moderately fast chemical exchange rates that are well tuned to generate a T2ex

effect at clinical and preclinical MRI magnetic field strengths. However, the MR frequencies of
these hydroxyl groups are a low ∼1 to ∼3 ppm relative to the MR frequency of water, which reduces
their T2ex effect on a per molecule basis. Fortunately, these agents are highly biocompatible and
are clinically approved for IV injection at 976 mM for iopamidol and up to 20 mM for glucose, so
that this agent-limited approach is not a limitation in practice. This high concentration can then
generate significant T2ex relaxation. These two examples show that other clinically approved CT
contrast agents and sugars can also be used as T2ex agents, providing many new opportunities to
develop and test agents that have a good pathway to clinical translation. The pharmacokinetics of
CT agents can be tracked to study angiography and tissue perfusion, whereas the pharmacokinetics
of glucose may be used to assess vascular permeability that is a hallmark of angiogenic tumors.
These major biomedical diagnostic applications strengthen the case for further developing these
two classes of diamagnetic T2ex agents.

3.3. Responsive T2ex Agents

Because the field of T2ex contrast agents for MRI is relatively new, the development of responsive
T2ex agents has only one current example (45). A derivative of a Tm(III)-DOTA macrocyclic
chelate has a slow chemical exchange rate of 4,700–14,500 Hz that cannot generate a significant
T2ex relaxation effect, despite the large 19-, −29-, and −49-ppm MR frequencies of the exchange-
able protons on the agent. However, after reacting with the oxidative by-products of nitric oxide,
the agent has a chemical exchange rate exceeding 140,000 Hz. Importantly, the T1 relaxation
properties of the agent do not change before and after treatment with nitric oxide, which confirms
that the Tm(III) macrocyclic chelate is a T2ex agent rather than that the dipolar T2 relaxation
properties are changed (which would also change T1 relaxation). The invariant T1 relaxation
properties can be used as a control MR signal to account for the concentration of the agent, which
greatly improves quantification during the biomarker study. More specifically, the T2/T1 ratio of
relaxation time constants is concentration independent, but this ratio increases after the agent is
treated with nitric oxide. Therefore, monitoring this ratio with MRI can be used to noninvasively
detect extracellular nitric oxide, which is a useful biomarker of tumor angiogenesis and apoptosis.
Although this agent uses a target-limited approach, a sufficient amount of nitric oxide can be
produced by pathological tissues for sufficient detection of the responsive T2ex agent. Also, this
agent detects nitric oxide that would be available only in the extracellular environment, because
the polar agent is cell impermeable.

4. CEST MRI CONTRAST AGENTS

CEST MRI contrast agents have the slowest chemical exchange rates relative to T1, T2, and
T2ex contrast agents (41). As a result, these agents have the least-sensitive detection, requiring a
minimum concentration in the single-millimolar range. Yet as an advantage, this slow exchange
rate provides opportunities to design agents with specific exchange rates or specific changes in
exchange rates, which provides outstanding diagnostic selectivity. For these reasons, CEST agents
are rarely used for anatomical imaging and are most commonly designed to be responsive to
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specific extracellular biomarkers. In addition, applications of pharmacokinetic CEST agents are
also emerging.

CEST MRI has also been developed to detect endogenous biomolecules that exchange protons
with water. Examples include the detection of endogenous glutamate, creatine, and glycosamino-
glycans (46–48). As another example, the general pool of tissue proteins has amide and amine
groups that exchange protons with water at rates that are dependent on pH, which may enable
the assessment of relative differences in pH between tissue regions. These examples do not use
exogenous CEST MRI contrast agents; therefore, we refer the reader to other excellent reviews
about endogenous CEST MRI rather than extend our review beyond exogenous agents (49, 50).

4.1. CEST Mechanism

CEST is a simple mechanism that has evolved from NMR spectroscopy (51). A low-power radiofre-
quency pulse is applied at the specific MR frequency of a proton on a contrast agent (Figure 5a).
This causes the net coherent magnetization of the proton to be eliminated, a condition known as
saturation. When the saturated proton undergoes chemical exchange with a proton on a nearby
water molecule, then the saturation is transferred to water while an unsaturated proton is trans-
ferred to the agent. This process can be repeated during a long radiofrequency pulse when the
agent has a labile proton with a fast chemical exchange rate with water, causing a concentration of
several molar of water protons to become saturated from chemical exchange with only millimolar
concentrations of the agent. Finally, the MR signal from the remaining unsaturated water protons
is detected using standard MRI acquisition methods.

The CEST MRI experiment can be repeated with a radiofrequency saturation pulse iteratively
applied over a range of MR frequencies to create a CEST spectrum (Figure 5c) (52). This spectrum
is referenced to the MR frequency of water at 0 ppm; thus, the decrease in the water signal at
0 ppm of the CEST spectrum arises from direct saturation of water. More importantly, the decrease
in water signal at other parts-per-million values represents a CEST effect. The amplitude of the
CEST signal is typically used as the quantitative CEST measurement, although the MR frequency,
width of the CEST peak, and other variations that process the CEST spectrum have been used
to quantify the CEST effect (53–56).

Paramagnetic CEST agents, also known as paraCEST agents, use a paramagnetic ion within a
macrocyclic chelate to shift the MR frequency of labile protons of the agent to values that can range
from +500 to −720 ppm from the MR frequency of water (57). These large frequencies greatly
facilitate selective saturation of the labile proton of the agent relative to direct saturation of water.
Furthermore, the chemical exchange rate (in units of hertz) must be less than the MR frequency of
the agent (also in units of hertz). Therefore, paraCEST agents can have faster chemical exchange
rates that can transfer more saturation to water during a CEST MRI protocol, which improves the
detection sensitivity of the agent. Diamagnetic CEST agents, known as diaCEST agents, have MR
frequencies that are relatively close to the frequency of water. This limits the chemical exchange
rate of the agent and reduces detection sensitivity. To offset this limitation, biocompatible CEST
agents that can be administered at very high concentrations in the ∼0.1–1-M range are often used
for in vivo CEST MRI studies (58, 59).

4.2. Pharmacokinetic CEST Agents

Exogenous injectable biomaterials such as hydrogels have significant pharmaceutical applications
and can enhance stem cell therapy, because they offer a noninvasive, site-specific delivery method
into tissues. These biomaterials degrade over time, which can be noninvasively monitored in vivo
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Figure 5
Detection of enzyme activity with chemical exchange saturation transfer magnetic resonance imaging
(CEST MRI). (a) The amide proton of the agent undergoes MR saturation ( green) and is then transferred to
water via chemical exchange, resulting in saturation of part of the water MR signal. (b) TGase can conjugate
the agent to the glutamine side chain of a protein, which can generate a CEST signal. (c) CEST spectra and
(d ) a Lorentzian line-shape spectrum before (orange) and after (blue) TGase is incubated with the contrast
agent. The appearance of a CEST effect at −9.2 ppm and the disappearance of CEST at +4.6 ppm indicate
TGase catalysis of the bond formation. Reproduced with permission from Reference 66.

using CEST MRI. For example, Gelin-S is a denatured type 1 collagen that has shown good CEST
contrast from the amide protons in vivo, and a significant decrease in the CEST signal over 7 days
in mouse brain has provided an important understanding of local gel decomposition and tissue
clearance (60). The alteration of hydrogel properties such as macromer concentration can result
in a change of CEST contrast as observed with a HeMA-HA hydrogel where the exchangeable
hydroxyl protons rather than amide protons on HA were detected using CEST MRI in vitro and
ex vivo to specifically image and distinguish between different injectable materials (61).

Reporter genes can be applied in the field of imaging to track the pharmacokinetics of cells.
CEST MRI-based reporter genes have the added advantage of being biocompatible, do not in-
terfere with T1 or T2 MRI contrast mechanisms, and can highlight multiple cells or expression
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of multiple genes in a CEST MR image. For example, 5-MDHT is a CEST MRI reporter gene
probe that was recently synthesized and successfully demonstrated to image HSV1-tk reporter
gene expression in a brain tumor model (62). Another recent example involves superpositively
charged mutants of green fluorescent protein that produce improved CEST MRI contrast and
hence can function as a bimodal reporter gene (63).

4.3. Responsive CEST Agents

Contrast agents that change their detectable MR properties while interacting with a biomarker
are often called responsive agents to distinguish these agents from nonresponsive tracer agents.
These responsive agents were historically called smart contrast agents, but this anthropomorphic
term has been discouraged for descriptions of a chemical entity. Responsive agents have also
been called activatable agents. Yet some agents decrease their detectable signal after interacting
with a biomarker and could be considered as deactivatable agents. Thus, the MRI contrast agent
research field has evolved to refer to these agents as responsive agents. Responsive CEST agents
change their chemical shift and/or chemical exchange rate after interacting with a biomarker,
which changes the detectable CEST signal from the agent.

4.3.1. Enzyme detection. Enzymes form an important class of cancer biomarkers because their
activity can be the signature marker for many metabolic pathways. Enzymatic activity is catalytic;
hence, MRI contrast agents that interrogate enzyme activity have the added advantage of increased
sensitivity and selectivity because the detection mechanism is agent limited rather than target
limited. Usually, the observed changes in the contrast can be unambiguously attributed to the
enzyme activity, thus resulting in high specificity. Even a low nanomolar concentration of enzyme
can quickly catalyze changes in a millimolar concentration of the modified contrast agent, which
results in an amplification of the sensitivity of the CEST MRI signal.

Changes in the chemical structure of a paraCEST agent upon enzyme action result in the
appearance of a new CEST signal or the disappearance or change in magnitude of an existing
CEST signal. Proteases are good targets for paraCEST agents. For example, an agent based on
Tm-DOTA with a peptide substrate of caspase-3 displayed disappearance of the CEST signal
after enzyme cleavage, which was attributed to the hydrolysis of the amide bond by the enzyme
(64, 65). The agent showed good selectivity for caspase-3 over caspase-8 and good sensitivity of
nanomolar enzyme detection. By changing the peptide ligand of such agents, the agent can serve
as a platform technology for the detection of other protease enzymes. Recently, a CEST agent has
been shown to detect the catalytic activity of transglutaminase, a reverse protease, by detecting the
formation of an amide chemical bond from an amine (Figure 5b) (66). Other enzyme-responsive
paraCEST agents include a Yb(III) chelate with a β-galactose ligand that generates CEST after
β-galactosidase cleaves the agent’s ligand (67). The CEST effect originates from the formation of
the amine group after aromatic delocalization of the phenoxide electron pair. In another example,
a paraCEST agent that uses a Yb(III) chelate with an ester group and capped trimethyl lock
moiety can detect esterase activity through the appearance of a CEST signal from an amine group
generated from an intramolecular lactonization (68).

Recently, diaCEST agents have also been employed to detect enzyme activity, because these
nonmetallic agents have the advantage of low toxicity. For example, 5-fluorocytosine can detect
cytosine deaminase when the agent is enzymatically converted to 5-fluorouracil, exhibiting a loss
of CEST signal during the conversion (69). The 5-fluorouracil can act as a therapeutic agent, so it
can be used to track enzyme-based prodrug therapy in tumors. In another example, protein kinase
A activity can be detected with an (LRRASLG)8 peptide that acts as a diaCEST MRI contrast
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agent, because the CEST effect of the peptide is reduced when this kinase enzyme phosphorylates
the serine amino acid residue of the peptide (70). In yet another example, a kinase enzyme can
phosphorylate a protamine-based CEST agent, which alters CEST contrast as a result of a change
in chemical exchange rate or agent conformation during phosphorylation of the protamine (71).
Although this method can detect a small concentration of enzyme because it is not target limited,
a high concentration of diaCEST agent is still required for this agent-limited approach.

4.3.2. Detection of metabolites. Recently, CEST MRI has been used to detect several important
metabolites, including glucose, glutamate, myo-inositol, creatinine, and hydrogen peroxide. This
technique has an advantage over other imaging methods because it allows for the detection and
uptake of a metabolically active compound in physiological quantities. For example, the uptake of
glucose in a tumor tissue and its metabolism by the tumor cells can be monitored using glucoCEST.
These studies have been performed in vivo and can help to distinguish tumor types with different
metabolic characteristics (72). Similarly, gluCEST MRI can monitor the CEST effect from the
glutamate amine proton to measure relative glutamate concentrations in the brain and thus can
evaluate its potential as a biomarker for treatment of disorders in the central nervous system (73).
Another abundant metabolite in the human brain is myo-inositol, which is upregulated in several
brain disorders. The hydroxyl proton on this metabolite produces a CEST signal, and MICEST
MR image contrast was detected in clinical brain studies at high 7-T magnetic field strengths (74).
CEST MRI has also detected creatinine concentration in muscle (75). Such detection would be
helpful in noninvasive monitoring of the changes in creatinine concentration, thus contributing
to the diagnosis of various muscular disorders.

4.3.3. Detection of hypoxia and redox status. The detection of imbalanced in vivo redox
environments can help to mark a disease state. A redox imbalance can be triggered by hypoxia.
The development of probes that can help to assess oxygen levels and the corresponding redox
environment of tumor tissues would be helpful in making treatment decisions. For example, a
Co(II) complex shows a CEST signal from the pyrazole NH of the TPT ligand bound to the cobalt
ion, with a large paramagnetic proton shift. This signal is lost once the complex is oxidized to a
Co(III) complex (76). Such metal complexes can therefore be used to assess the redox environment
in tissues.

4.3.4. Detection of ions. Metal ions play an important role in biochemical signaling pathways,
and metal homeostasis forms an important subject of medical research with regard to neurode-
generative diseases. Several responsive MRI contrast agents have been devised to study metal ions
within in vivo tissue. As an example, the pyridine ligands on a paraCEST agent can coordinate
Zn2+ in an orientation that leads to an overlap between the bound water molecule and the Zn2+

ion. This causes a loss in CEST signal from the agent owing to an accelerated exchange rate
of the water molecule (77). An electronic redistribution in a paraCEST agent can also result in
a complete loss of CEST signal, as observed in the bis-carboxylate coordination Ca2+ complex
(78). Thus, an understanding of the bioinorganic chemistry and biomedical imaging can help to
develop such CEST agents for metal ion detection.

4.3.5. Measurement of pH. Extracellular pH measurement and monitoring pH alteration are
important for clinical diagnoses of various diseases including renal failure, ischemia, and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease. Increased lactic acid secretion and reduced bicarbonate levels
within tumor tissues lead to high acidity in those tissues. Measuring altered pH is relevant for
developing therapies that are effective in tissues. An ideal pH-responsive CEST agent should be
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able to measure the entire physiological pH range from 6.0 to 8.0. The amplitude of CEST signal
depends on pH because the chemical exchange between water and an amide or amine proton is
base catalyzed at physiological pH.

Many paraCEST agents have been developed to measure pH. For example, the Eu(III)-DO3A-
tris amide complex can image pH in a ratiometric fashion where the CEST peak exhibits a
5-ppm shift upon deprotonation of the phenolic proton in the pH range of 6.0 to 7.6, result-
ing in quinone formation (79). Clinically approved iopamidol has two types of amide proton pools
with pH-dependent exchange rates that have been exploited to assess in vivo pH in kidneys (80,
81). In another example, extracellular pH was measured using the change in line width of the
CEST effect from the amide proton in Tm(III)-DOTAM-Gly-Lys (82). The accuracy of the pH
measurement was improved because the CEST effects were insensitive to changes in concentration
and temperature.

4.3.6. Measurement of temperature. An increase in temperature often causes the chemical
exchange rate to increase. As the chemical exchange rate approaches the difference in MR fre-
quency between water and the amide’s proton, a phenomenon known as MR coalescence causes
the detected MR frequency of the agent to decrease. Therefore, monitoring the MR frequency
of the CEST peak can be used to measure temperature. Within the field of CEST agents, this
measurement of temperature has so far been achieved only using paraCEST agents. For example,
a Yb(III)-HbDO3A agent has been used to detect temperature by monitoring the shift in the
CEST peak from the hydroxyl groups with change in temperature (83). Indeed, this probe has
been used to assess both pH and temperature.

5. CONTRAST AGENTS FOR MR SPECTROSCOPY
AND SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGING

5.1. 13C Hyperpolarization Mechanism

The detection of 13C, an MRI-active isotope of carbon, has been a staple of biological NMR
spectroscopy, including 13C NMR studies of natural products, polymers for biomedical research,
and biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids (84). However, 13C MR spectroscopy (MRS)
has been more challenging to apply to in vivo biomedical studies owing to the low 1.1% abundance
of 13C among all carbon atoms, the lower detection sensitivity of 13C compared with 1H, and the
lower concentration of mobile 13C in the body relative to the high concentration of mobile 1H
content in tissue water (note that 13C in the solid state in tissues has very fast relaxation and broad
chemical shift anisotropy, rending solid-state 13C impractical for in vivo detection). For these
reasons, 13C MRS has been difficult to perform during preclinical in vivo studies and has not
become a routine tool in the clinic (85). The corollary of 13C magnetic resonance spectroscopic
imaging (MRSI), whereby a 13C MR spectrum is generated for each two-dimensional (2D) pixel
or 3D voxel within an image, has had a similar fate as a result of detection sensitivity (86).

To overcome this challenge, recent advances have developed hyperpolarized 13C contrast
agents, which produce as much as 10,000-fold greater 13C signal than do endogenous biomolecules
with natural 13C polarization (87). The most practical method for generating hyperpolarized 13C
agents for in vivo studies uses dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) (88). This process rapidly
freezes a mixture of a stable trityl radical with the material to be polarized. When placed in a
strong magnetic field at 3 to 5 T and maintained cold at 1 to 5 K, almost all the magnetic moments
of the radical’s unpaired electron are aligned with the magnetic field, thereby creating a hyper-
polarized state. The magnetic moment of the radical’s electron is more than 2,600 times greater
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than the magnetic moment of a carbon atom; thus, this hyperpolarized state of the electron is
relatively large. This hyperpolarization is then transferred to the 13C nucleus using microwave
radiation close to the MR frequency of the electron spin. After achieving hyperpolarization, the
frozen sample must be rapidly dissolved and heated to physiological temperature before being
administered to an animal model or a patient. This process typically uses a superheated solvent at
180◦C and 10 bar.

Several chemical modifications have been used to improve this process. For example, glycerol
or dimethylsulfoxide can be used to reduce crystallization during the initial freezing process that
should form an amorphous glass. Gd3+ ions can be added to the sample to promote rapid T1

relaxation of the electron and accelerate the transfer rate of dynamic nuclear polarization, which
can improve hyperpolarization by 1.5- to 10-fold (89). Although the trityl radical has an electron
paramagnetic resonance line width that is very appropriate for hyperpolarization of 13C, other
radicals such as nitroxides or a mixture of radicals produced by UV radiation of the sample have
also been used, especially for hyperpolarization of other nuclei (90). An alternative method of
polarization, termed parahydrogen-induced polarization, can also be used to hyperpolarize 13C
(91). However, this method requires chemical symmetry, which has limited the use of this tech-
nique for biomedical imaging studies. To date, only the symmetrical succinate molecule has been
successfully hyperpolarized for in vivo studies, although recent results with symmetrical molecules
that can then be rapidly converted to asymmetrical metabolites have shown promise (92, 93). Yet
another alternative approach uses signal amplification by reversible exchange (SABRE), which
uses a metallic catalyst to transfer polarization from parahydrogen to a contrast agent (94). Al-
though SABRE can very rapidly polarize a sample within a few seconds, the level of polarization
is typically less than 10% compared with 30–40% polarization achieved after a few hours with
DNP. Thus, DNP is still the method of choice for current in vivo hyperpolarized 13C studies.

The major weakness of hyperpolarized 13C MRI is the T1 relaxation rate of 13C, which causes
the loss of the hyperpolarized state. The T1 relaxation process can be slowed by storing the
hyperpolarization in a singlet state, reducing chemical anisotropy at the carbon position and/or
replacing hydrogen atoms with deuterons to eliminate 1H-13C coupling (95, 96). Careful exper-
imental designs have resulted in 13C T1 relaxation time constants as long as 60 s, although T1

relaxation time constants of 20 to 30 s are sufficient for practical in vivo studies. Yet this short
time frame limits the study of in vivo hyperpolarized 13C to molecules that are involved in rapid
catabolic reactions related to energy metabolism, rather than slower anabolic pathways that are
related to biosynthesis. As an additional complication, the excitation and MR detection of hyper-
polarized 13C nuclei also cause their hyperpolarization to be lost, requiring clever MRI protocols
that iteratively sample small populations of the nuclei during temporal studies (97).

5.2. Hyperpolarized 13C MRS/I Agents

MRS/I of many 13C hyperpolarized agents have been used to interrogate cell metabolism, par-
ticularly in animal tumor models and in patients with prostate cancer, with some studies per-
formed with cardiovascular tissues. Hyperpolarized [1-13C]pyruvate has been the most commonly
used metabolite for cancer studies (Figure 6) (98). In particular, monocarboxylate transporters
carry pyruvate into the cell, lactate dehydrogenase converts pyruvate to lactate, and alanine
aminotransferase converts pyruvate to alanine, all of which are upregulated in tumor cells. For
comparison, [2-13C]pyruvate has been used to assess enzyme activities in the Krebs cycle (99).
In addition, hyperpolarized pyruvate has been used to detect metabolism associated with car-
bonic anhydrase, mitogen-activated protein kinase, and choline kinase α (100–102). Similarly,
the 13C-hyperpolarized metabolites lactate, alanine, [5-13C]glutamine, 1-keto[1-13C]isocaproate,
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Figure 6
In vivo detection of the conversion of pyruvate to lactate using hyperpolarized 13C magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). (a) Stack of MR
spectra showing the time course of the decay of pyruvate and the buildup of lactate in the MR image of a rat. (b) 1H MR image of the
rat showing the location of muscle. Temporal parametric maps of the biodistributions of pyruvate and lactate show the production of
lactate in muscle. The gradient scale bars each represent arbitrary units of MR signal amplitudes. Reproduced with permission from
Reference 98.

diethyl[1-13C]succinate, [2-13C]fructose, and 3,5-difluorobenzoyl-L-glutamic acid have been used
to evaluate biochemical pathways (103–107). Importantly, the metabolic energy pathways are
highly interconnected. Therefore, the catabolism of each of these metabolites may be unexpectedly
sensitive to changes in one small part of the metabolic network. Considerable care must thus be
taken to adequately assess the metabolic profile of the pathological tissue. For example, injection
of a high nonphysiological concentration of hyperpolarized pyruvate can cause an imbalance to
the metabolic network, which must be considered during quantitative studies.

As described above, the extracellular pH of the tumor microenvironment is a useful biomarker
for improving tumor diagnoses and selecting chemotherapies for precision medicine. Tumor pH
can be measured using hyperpolarized bicarbonate, H13CO3

−, which undergoes rapid intercon-
version with carbon dioxide, 13CO2, via carbonic anhydrase enzyme activity (108). The ratio of
bicarbonate to carbon dioxide concentrations can be detected with MRS/I and then used to de-
termine pH through the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation. Unlike studies of metabolism, this
pH determination must be detected at steady-state equilibrium between bicarbonate and carbon
dioxide that takes time to establish (109). This time may not be available if the T1 relaxation time
constant of bicarbonate is short or if carbonic anhydrase activity is insufficiently fast. Importantly,
carbonic anhydrase works more slowly in acidic conditions such as the tumor extracellular envi-
ronment, which causes tumor pH to be overestimated (tumor acidosis is underestimated), thereby
reducing the utility of this method. This complication once again demonstrates that considerable
care must be taken to adequately assess the metabolic dependencies of hyperpolarized 13C.

Hyperpolarized 13C can also evaluate the redox state of tumors and other tissues by monitoring
the intracellular reduction of dehydroascorbate to form ascorbate (vitamin C) (110, 111). The long
T1 relaxation time of dehydroascorbate greatly facilitates in vivo MRS/I studies. The rate of DHA
conversion to ascorbate may indicate the tumor’s capacity to resist oxidative stress, which can affect
treatment decisions regarding radiotherapy and chemotherapy. However, the high nonphysiolog-
ical concentrations of dehydroascorbate that must be administered to produce detectable MRS/I
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results have been shown to cause respiratory suppression, which impedes clinical translation of
this approach. This complication further demonstrates that the fate of the metabolic network,
rather than a single metabolic step, must be considered during assessments of hyperpolarized 13C
MRS/I studies.

6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND REMAINING CHALLENGES

Despite the strong progress made in developing new types of MRI contrast agents, more research
is needed to translate these agents into clinical practice. The clinical translation of molecular
imaging is often hampered by the substantial technical expertise required to interpret results that
arise from molecular compositions in tissues, relative to interpreting anatomical or functional
imaging tests. T2ex, CEST, and hyperpolarized 13C MRI contrast agents are designed to provide
simplicity during imaging by providing a ratio of MR signals that are sensitive to the biomarker
and insensitive to other environmental effects in tissues. For example, this ratio is independent of
the concentration of the agent in tissue, avoiding a major complication when interpreting other
types of molecular imaging results. Yet this ratiometric approach needs to be tested and validated
in clinical trials for each of these types of new MRI contrast agents.

As another challenge, toxicology studies are critical for ensuring biomedical safety during
clinical trials. Yet funding for toxicology studies of imaging contrast agents can be difficult to
secure, which is exacerbated by the high cost and long time frames of most common in vivo
toxicology tests. Moreover, the revenue for clinically approved molecular imaging agents is a
fraction of the revenue generated by clinically approved pharmaceuticals, partly due to the single
or infrequent use of imaging agents relative to daily or frequent drug administrations. This lower
revenue dampens enthusiasm for initial investments in toxicological tests. A potential solution to
this challenge is to tie the molecular imaging agent to the pharmaceutical drug, whereby the drug
is only prescribed to a patient if the molecular imaging test is positive. This ties the development
costs of the imaging agent to the profitability of the drug. Although this approach may appear
to burden the development of new drug entities, linking the imaging diagnosis with the therapy
contributes to the drive toward personalized medicine that matches the best drug and drug regimen
for each individual patient.

SUMMARY POINTS

1. T1 and T2
∗ contrast agents have made a significant impact on anatomical imaging, but

recent advances of these agents for molecular imaging have been more limited.

2. The recent emergence of T2ex agents provides new capabilities for molecular imaging,
particularly by providing new opportunities to develop agents that have slower chemical
exchange rates that can be more responsive to molecular biomarkers. Examples of T2ex

agents demonstrate their utility for molecular imaging of biomarkers.

3. CEST MRI contrast agents have a slow chemical exchange rate that may be modulated
by molecular biomarkers, improving specificity for biomarker detection with molecular
imaging. Many recent examples of CEST agents show the advantages of this approach
for molecular imaging of biomarkers.

4. Hyperpolarized 13C contrast agents also provide capabilities for detecting specific molec-
ular biomarkers, while also offering the chance to track metabolism with these highly
sensitive small-molecule agents.
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